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1st Grade
First graders have been very busy exploring and
wondering about things around them. Students
participated in a candy election. They created posters,
speeches and videos for various candies running in the
election. Students even completed a voter registration
card. First graders then held an election to discover what
the favorite type of candy was for PC students. Next, they
created a turkey obstacle course and raced flying turkeys.
Through literature they also learned about the Macy’s
Thanksgiving Parade and then used problem solving skills
to create a balloon float for our very own PC Parade.
The first grade students in Mrs. Cook’s class are learning
some Greek and Latin words. They are applying what they
learn to new situations. They are solving word mysteries
by knowing the meaning of some Greek and Latin prefixes
and suffixes.

2nd Grade

The second grade students are using thermometers to
explore solids, liquids, and gases. While in the
Makerspace they are using creativity, critical thinking skills,
and communication each week as they are completing
STEM design challenges or creating new things.

3rd Grade
Students continue to learn about Statistics and Probability. Students
used real world data to determine the favorite candy of the United
States. Students also participated in carnival style games to gather
data and to determine whether or not the games were fair.
These students have worked through many different BreakoutEDU
tasks to learn the ins and outs of what makes a great BreakoutEDU.
Now, they are really putting their critical thinking to test as they
create their own digital games to upload onto the BreakoutEDU
digital platform.
Third grade students in anatomy are making connections between
the systems of the human body. Soon they will be putting on their
goggles and gloves to see how the systems of the frog compares with
our own body during the frog dissection.

4th and 5th Grade
Students are demonstrating teamwork making final preparations with
their props, sets, and scripts towards presenting their solutions to their
long term problems. Students have received rubrics for their
performance as well as the requirements needed to solve their problems.
Our future lawyers have been very busy. Students were presented with a
case and are working to develop opening and closing statements.
Students are also developing direct and cross examining questions to ask
witnesses. Students will have the opportunity to present the case in a real
courtroom during the first week in December.
The Great Griffin Shake students are fine-tuning their soft skills in
preparation for Program Challenge’s first Great Griffin Shake competition
the first week of December! The students will practice these skills in the
Gauntlet, the Circle of Doom, a Panel Debate and the Final Interview.
The teams are working to complete models for the innovation project and
to get their robots programmed to meet challenges. Teams will give a
presentation for their solution to the innovation projects and they will
compete with other teams during the robot games. Through all of this,
teams are exhibiting excellent communication and collaboration.

